This Friday we’ve had lots of consideration and a lot of purple learning stars!
Along with 6 head teacher’s awards…
In Y6B, Kelsey for being really considerate and looking out for other people.
In Y5C, it’s Gracie for projecting her voice and uplevelling herself as well.
In Y4P, instead of one it’s two and those people are Mason for his persevering in maths and there’s
also Ruby for being an absolute star and a role model!
In Y3H, it’s Flo for her writing and picking up on it.
IN Y2T, Lenny for just being a fantastic person in Y2T.
In Y1M, Sofia for working hard on her writing.
In YR, Winstone for labelling his drawing of all the planets and sounding them out.

Today, Ms Fredrickson chose in Y5C, Abigail W and Isabelle S for projecting their voices
again!
Y5C won the attendance trophy and eco was also Y5C!

We’re on 96% attendance so keep washing your hands with soap!
Lots of people had thier birthdays so happy birthday everyone!

Sports:
In tag rugby, we are doing very well in our tournament with 1st and 2nd !
In our swimming gala, this is our highest acheivement so far and we’re all supporting others
which is brilliant! We’ve tried a new thing called run bike shoot. Last night, we had a football
game against Illminster school and we won… VICTORY!! W won 3-2 and Riley Wride scored,
Ellis Griffin scored and Bertie Lucas scored!

We’ve had 3 leaves:
One for Freya in Y4P
One for Woody in Y6B
And last but not least one for Joe also in Y6B

House points certificates:
Purple: 4
White: 3
Orange: 0
Red: 0
Green: 0
Yellow:2

Rainbow maths:
We’ve got:
5 pink badges
4 red badges and
2 orange badges
Last thing, Colby in Y2T got a reading award!

By Drake in Y5C

Welcome to this week’s praise report.
Let’s start with Head Teacher’s awards…
 Harry for trying new things when learning and growing his
mind-set.
 Vinny for adjusting to a year one level in class and outside of
school.
 Duffy was awarded for enthusiastically doing
excellent work.

 Adam for incredibly writing a goal
list on his handwriting and
achieving massively.
 Fliss for amazing consideration and being highly positive
 James for an amazing effort in English.
 Ollie for really getting hooked into a book so writing
from the heart in English.
 Rio for asking for help with tricky tasks and
wanting to learn.
 Dylan for persevering and working
hard.
 Cayden in Y5 for a great Harvest
performance

There was good news in sport – we got 1st and 2nd place in the
tag rugby and in the swimming gala we were very good at
supporting each other when competing. Josh got a special
mention from the organisers for his resilience and perseverance.
Well done to the football team too – 39 boys took part and we
have won most of our matches.
Well done to everyone who got their Rainbow Maths badges
this week!
Learning to Lead teams gave out some reading awards to Ryan
and Tallulah.
There were loads of housepoint certificates this week but
unfortunately they had got into a bit of a muddle and there were
quite a few who had certificates for the wrong house. Ms
Fredrickson promised to change them if anyone had the wrong
one.
Attendance was up by 0.1% - keep it up!
That’s it for another term… Next term we hand over to new Praise
reporters. Good luck!
By Teegan Dobson Y5

